
 

Serpeggiante- Wall Tiles for Living room and Exteriors

Creating magic since 1991. RAK Ceramics brings you Serpeggiante- wall tiles for living room, straight from the heart of
Italy.
At RAK Ceramics, we thrive on innovation and customer experience. We want to bring you the best, simply because you
deserve the best. We’ve always maintained that the floor is what people observe first. With our various range of wall tiles
for living room, sanitary ware, countertops & so much more, you can beautify your home or your office space in a super
stylish way. Our strength lies in innovation, and we want to ignite your imagination every time you choose us. Visualize
what your room can look like with our award-winning products. With this, RAK Ceramics brings you, Serpeggiante
collection of Vitrified tiles.
If not done at regular intervals, handling maintenance of tiles is a mammoth task. Born in Italy and owing to its hard
properties, Serpeggiante is an excellent stone for countertops, sinks, pool areas, interior wall tiles for living room or
exterior walls, floors, etc. Did you know that traditionally, Serpeggiante was used for architecture & sculpture? Durability
is the reason why RAK Ceramics tiles require low maintenance, thereby putting your mind at ease. At RAK Ceramics, we
make these tiles technically superior & we take immense pride in sharing that these are inspired by nature. This excellent
range can also perk up & bring a distinctive appearance to your workplace.
A global leader in ceramics, our designs are simplistic at heart & are created to function brilliantly well. Well designed,
stylish & in an expansive size of 598X1198mm,  198 x 1200 mm , 298 x 598 mm , 600 x 600 mm , 800 x 1200 mm , 800
x 800 mm  and 1000 x 1000 mm, 1200 mm x 2400 mm , 900mm x 1800mm  and 800 mm x 1600 mm,   these are a
perfect  fit for residential and  commercial purposes.
Add a bohemian rug to a smooth RAK Serpeggiante light grey floor to swank your aesthetic. Perhaps inject more
personality to your reception area with some lovely floor lamps to go with. Serpeggiante- wall tiles for living room is
unquestionably irresistible.  
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